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buffet display “Neo”  
resin, anthracite, matt finish, translucent, bottom 
side open, notch for cable on back side, not 
dishwasher-safe

buffet display “Neo”  
resin, anthracite, matt finish, translucent, bottom 
side open, notch for cable on back side, not 
dishwasher-safe
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“Neo” “Neo”

item l x w x h in cm packing unit
7000.08 12x12x8 2 pcs.
7000.16 12x12x16 2 pcs.
7000.24 12x12x24 2 pcs.

item l x w x h in cm 
7001.12 20x20x12
7001.24 20x20x24
7001.36 20x20x36

buffet display/icebox “Neo”  
resin, anthracite, matt finish, translucent, bottom 
side open, notch for cable on back side, not 
dishwasher-safe

item l x w x h in cm 
7005.16 53x32.5x16

buffet display/icebox “Neo”  
resin, anthracite, matt finish, translucent, bottom 
side open, notch for cable on back side, not 
dishwasher-safe

item l x w x h in cm 
7005.08 53x32.5x8

Please note: Occasional air inclusions in the material as well as minor colour deviations are production-related and cannot be prevented. Spot colours upon request.

The buffet system “Neo” is made of anthracite coloured resin. The matt surfaces and softly rounded edges 
of these translucent cuboids appear unobtrusive and modern. “Neo” unfolds its true potential if the 

columns are effectively illuminated. A wine cooler 
resp. cloche made of the same material (page 4) 

is a beautiful complement and blends 
harmonically into the system.

Notch for cable 
for LED-light 

item 8104.

The trays and bowls of the “Artisan”
series are available on 
pages 10 and 11.

The optionally available LED-lights (main catalogue, page 68 and 69) – either 
rechargeable or cabled – are the ideal completion to put “Neo” into its true light. 
By using the waterproof (up to 1 m) and remote-controlled rechargeable LED-light 

it is also possible to illuminate the ice in the iceboxes from below – a really 
fascinating view! A big choice of LED-light colours guarantees spectacular effects!



“Classy”
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“Stablo”

wine cooler/cloche  
resin, anthracite, matt finish, translucent, not 
dishwasher-safe

buffet stand “Stablo” XL-ring  
massive stainless steel 18/10, polished, with 
ring-opening (Ø 12 cm inside) for wine cooler item 
4881.26 and 7010.26, with 6 anti-slip rubber caps, 3 of 
which are separately packed (to clip onto the bottom 
part while not using the extensions items 8017..., 
please order the extensions separately), 12 mm thick

extension “Stablo”  
massive stainless steel 18/10, polished, with anti-slip 
rubber caps, for one buffet stand “Stablo” item 
8016 or 8016.01 (not suitable for items 8014... and 
8015...), 12 mm thick

buffet stand “Stablo” S, M, L  
massive stainless steel 18/10, polished, with 6 anti-
slip rubber caps, 10 mm thick

buffet display “Classy”  
resin, white, translucent, alabaster look, bottom 
side open, notch for cable on back side, not 
diswasher-safe

item l x w x h in cm 
8230.08 38x38x8
8230.16 38x38x16
8230.24 38x38x24

item Ø in cm height in cm
7010.26 26 approx. 42.5

item length in cm packing unit
8017.40 40 set of 3
8017.60 60 set of 3
8017.80 80 set of 3

item Ø top/bottom in cm height in cm packing unit
8016.01 22.5/37 40 3 pcs.

item Ø top/bottom in cm height in cm packing unit
8015.30 22 / 35 30 3 pcs.
8015.40 22 / 39 40 3 pcs.

The wine cooler made of glass is available in the main catalogue on page 45, the complete “Stablo” series on pages 42 to 45.

The buffet displays “Classy” are made of translucent 
material and impress by their fascinating texture 
that evokes Italian marble or alabaster. The precise 
workmanship of the cuboids as well as the silk-matt 
surface increase the fancy impression even more. 
“Classy” is available in the ZIEHER-system-heights 
of 8, 16 and 24 cm and can therefore be combined in 
various ways. An open underside allows an effective 
illumination by the optionally available LED-lights. With 
their different light colours, the LED-lights emphasise 
the appealing look and the interesting marbling of the 
material. 
It is possible to stage “Classy” with or without lighting, 
strikingly eye-catching or quite decently. Whether 
unobtrusive and modern or playful and opulent – 
“Classy” fits perfectly into any surrounding!

The highly polished buffet stands made of massive 
stainless steel inspire by their high grade workmanship 

and their delicate look. “Stablo” provides a maximum 
of flexibility for a modern buffet presentation, massive 
and bulky buffet tables become partly redundant! The 

shape of the cooler with a diameter of 26 cm corres-
ponds to the already well known glass cloches. Robust 

resin or heavy quality borosilicate glass (main 
catalogue, page 45) ensure the necessary stability. 

The cooler can be used in the buffet stand “Stablo” 
XL-ring or, if positioned at an angle, the cooler may 

also be used with the already existing “Stablo” stands 
in the sizes M and L. An integration of the optionally 

available rechargeable LED-lights (main 
catalogue, page 69) creates breathtaking 

visual effects and puts champagne but 
also iced food in the limelight!

Notch for cable 
for LED-light item 8104.

The LED-lights are available in the main catalogue on pages 68 and 69.



buffet platter “Curve 90°”  
special hardened safety glass, curved shape, 
rounded edges, polished rim, dishwasher-safe, 
rubber feet included (adhesive), underside 
scratch-proof, 4 mm thick

buffet platter “Curve 45°”  
special hardened safety glass, curved shape, 
rounded edges, polished rim, dishwasher-safe, 
rubber feet included (adhesive), underside 
scratch-proof, 4 mm thick
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Design: Itamar Harari 
(www.harari.it)

Our complete range of buffet platters is available in the main catalogue on pages 76 to 87.

item colour l x w in cm packing unit
1670.15 white 65x28 2 pcs.
1668.15 black 65x28 2 pcs.

item colour l x w in cm packing unit
1670.14 white 62x37.5 2 pcs.
1668.14 black 62x37.5 2 pcs.

buffet stand “Curve”  
galvanised steel, 3 mm thick, white 
(powder-coated)

buffet stand “Curve”  
galvanised steel, 3 mm thick, matt black 
(powder-coated)

item l x w x h in cm packing unit
8310.22 27x27x22.5 2 pcs.
8310.46 27x27x46.5 2 pcs.

item l x w x h in cm packing unit
8311.22 27x27x22.5 2 pcs.
8311.46 27x27x46.5 2 pcs.

21 cm

34 cm

During the development of “Curve” special attention was given to the mobile 
usage. Thus all components can be stored extremely space-savingly. Simple and 
swift to install, “Curve” is the perfect equipment for outdoor areas, events and 
catering.

“Curve” is made of strong 3 mm galvanised steel with a 
high grade powder coating. This guarantees great stability 

and corrosion-resistance. The colouring in matt black or 
white as well as the gaps between the bars 

were expressly chosen by the Milanese designer Itamar 
Harari to make the raisers completely compatible with 

the “Skyline” (main catalogue, pages 10 to 14) and 
“Squareline” (main catalogue pages 6 to 9) systems. 
The attractively priced “Curve” is therefore not only 

suitable as a starter version but also as an optimal 
extension of existing systems.

“Curve” – flexibility with a concept!



bowl “Shine”  
stainless steel 18/10, outside polished, food-safe 
coated inside (colour: taupe, not dishwasher-safe), 
round/oblique, double-walled

item Ø in cm height in cm content in L
2262.16 15.7 6.7 / 8.8 0.5
2262.20 19.7 8.5 / 11 0.9
2262.24 23.7 10 / 13 1.6

bowl “Shine”  
stainless steel 18/10, outside polished, food-safe 
coated inside (colour: ivory, not dishwasher-safe), 
round/oblique, double-walled

item Ø in cm height in cm content in L
2261.16 15.7 6.7 / 8.8 0.5
2261.20 19.7 8.5 / 11 0.9
2261.24 23.7 10 / 13 1.6

bowl “Shine”  
stainless steel 18/10, outside polished, inside 
satined, round/oblique, double-walled, 
dishwasher-safe

item Ø in cm height in cm content in L
2260.16 15.7 6.7 / 8.8 0.5
2260.20 19.7 8.5 / 11 0.9
2260.24 23.7 10 / 13 1.6
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buffet display “Konkret!”  
fibreglass/resin, light grey (looks like concrete), 
not dishwasher-safe, splash-proof, hollow inside, 
bottom side open

“Konkret!”

item l x w x h in cm 
8200.12L 24x24x12
8200.24L 24x24x24
8200.36L 24x24x36

Please note: When cleaning the coated bowls (ivory and taupe) in the 
dishwasher, the coating at the rim might abrade in the course of time. 

Therefore it is recommended to clean these items by hand.

buffet display “Konkret!”  
fibreglass/resin, dark grey (looks like concrete), 
not dishwasher-safe, splash-proof, hollow inside, 
bottom side open

item l x w x h in cm 
8200.12D 24x24x12
8200.24D 24x24x24
8200.36D 24x24x36

satined “Shine”

Plain lines, neutral shapes and two different colour variations put your food 
presentation into focus and offer a maximum of flexibility while at the same 
time using the available space at your buffet most effectively. Maximum reduced 
shapes in combination with the rough look of concrete – “Konkret!” blends in 
particularly well with modern architecture. “Less is more” is the motto! 

The well-known light grey version is now available in an improved quality. 
Additionally the system has been complemented by a dark grey version.

The puristic flair of that system will be intensified by using glass plates. Those 
and other variations made of laminated plastic, slate and carbon are available 
in the main catalogue on pages 76 to 87.

The stainless steel bowls of the “Shine” series are double walled and have 
therefore an isolating effect. This helps to avoid generating condensed 
water - even at elevated temperatures. Cold food stays cold and warm food 
stays warm longer. 

The slim top edge appears elegant and filigree. The accentuated contrast 
between the highly polished outside and the unobtrusive finish on the inside 
(fine brushed stainless steel, ivory and taupe) makes that series an 
eye-catcher. “Shine” is the perfect combination of elegance and subtlety. It is 
easily changeable to achieve a variation of presentations and it is effective in 
its double-walled construction.

ivory

taupe

Improved quality
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bowl “Wings”  
massive stainless steel 18/10, hammered finish, 
six times polished

bowl “Artisan”  
stainless steel 18/10, round, inside polished, outside 
matt finish, hammered rim with golden adornment 
(brass)

bread/pastry dish “Artisan”  
stainless steel 18/10, oval, flat, inside polished, 
outside matt finish, hammered rim with golden 
adornment (brass), bottom smooth finish

bread/pastry dish “Artisan”  
stainless steel 18/10, oval, high, inside polished, 
outside matt finish, hammered rim with golden 
adornment (brass), bottom smooth finish

tray “Artisan”  
stainless steel 18/10, round, inside polished, outside 
matt finish, hammered rim with golden adornment 
(brass), utility space smooth finish

Please note: When cleaning in the dishwasher the brass rim may change colour 
over time. Therefore it is recommended to clean these items by hand.

item l x w x h in cm 
2169 34x22x48
2169.01 21x12.5x30.5
2169.02 15.5x9x19

item l x w x h in cm 
2373 22x13x7

item l x w x h in cm 
2372 22x15x3.5

item Ø in cm height in cm content in L
2371.07 7.5 3.5 approx. 0.1
2371.11 11 5.5 approx. 0.3
2371.14 14.5 7 approx. 0.7

item Ø in cm height in cm
2370.23 23 approx. 2.5
2370.28 28 approx. 3
2370.33 33 approx. 3
2370.39 39 approx. 3.5
2370.54 54 approx. 4

The plane surface of the trays 
facilitates the service and 
prevents unpleasant noise. When 
used at the buffet, creatively 
arranged food can  be presented 
appealingly and is accentuated 
by the reflection of the polished 
surfaces.

The trays and bowls of the “Artisan” series are fascinating and diversified at the 
same time. The inside with its perfectly polished surface creates an interesting 
contrast to the matt outside. 

The handcrafted rim impresses by its irregularity and is crowned by a 
circumferential brass edge. The combination of hammered and plain surfaces, of 
massive stainless steel and brass, awards that series with a certain something. 

“Artisan” is a series of contrast!

“Artisan”

“Artisan”“Wings”

The buffet displays “Neo” 
are available on page 3.
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FRESH  
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown

STRAIGHT  
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown

INTENSE  
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown

BALANCED  
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown

RICH  
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown

NOSTALGIC  
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown

item Ø / height in cm content in ml packing unit
5480.03 10.5 / 28 approx. 640 2 pcs.

item Ø / height in cm content in ml packing unit
5480.02 9 / 27 approx. 540 2 pcs.

item Ø / height in cm content in ml packing unit
5480.01 8 / 24 approx. 340 2 pcs.

item Ø / height in cm content in ml packing unit
5480.04 12 / 25 approx. 850 2 pcs.

item Ø / height in cm content in ml packing unit
5480.05 7 / 23 approx. 280 2 pcs.

item Ø / height in cm content in ml packing unit
5480.06 10.5 / 16.5 approx. 250 2 pcs.

For mineral water, cocktails or as a food glass

A glass which manages to ennoble any mineral 
water with its extremely open chalice design, 
which appeals to an extensive palate. The acids 
and the individual, extremely fine mineral elements 
of the water are delivered to the tongue and the 
palate in a refreshing way. At the same time, the 
carbon dioxide is harmonised and has an extremely 
refreshing effect, but avoids being penetrating, 
flavour-destroying or intrusive.

For fortified, sweet and dessert wines and any type of 
distilled beverages

A glass for the majority of heavyweight or high-
proof drinks. The small presentation surface ensures 
that the wine or brandy does not become overly 
concentrated, so that the heavyweight aromatic 
elements are released in a nuanced way. Due to the 
glass having a narrow opening the nose cannot go 
in very far, which prevents the perceiving mucous 
membranes from receiving a barrage of alcohol.   

For white and red Burgundy, great Piedmontese 
wines, highly complex but sensitive white and red 
wines, extremely opulent rosé wines and old vintage 
champagne

A perfect glass for wine that is not for decanting 
because of its sensitive structure, but still requires 
a great deal of air. This crystal emanates pure 
consonance. Even with discordant wines, it succeeds 
in creating a concentrated and highly elegant 
impression. This glass turns wine into a complete 
aromatic experience, without overdoing it. 

For opulent, great growth, powerful white and red 
wines, rustic, acidic white and red wines, young and 
middle aged Bordeaux wines

The tapering neck of this glass intensifies the aroma 
molecules, which are positively hurled out of the 
glass. The acidity is harmoniously structured in the 
fruit bouquet, and completes the opulent overall 
sensation of strength. The glass provides 
intensive oxidation, making it ideal for any wine 
that can be decanted or served in carafes. 

For pure grape varieties and fruity / aromatic red and 
white wines

The characteristics of the wine are reflected 
harmoniously one to one in this glass. The 
authenticity of the aroma culture of a grape variety is 
made discernible and presented in an unpretentious 
way, which makes this glass particularly suitable for 
all types of authentic grape varieties such as Riesling 
or Sauvignon Blanc. Light, aromatic red wines are 
transformed into pure drinking enjoyment. 

For extremely fresh white wines, Prosecco or any 
variety of sparkling wine, and light rosé wines

The wide opening of this glass allows the carbon 
dioxide in sparkling wines to gently evaporate. This 
prevents the aroma perception of the nose from 
being broadsided by a concentration of carbon 
dioxide, which is often the case with classic sparkling 
wine glasses. The glass provides the palate with a 
centralised aroma concentration, which allows the 
wine to express its exquisitely lively, refreshing and 
light character.  The development of the flavour-
carrying, freshly acidic structures is encouraged, and 
individual features of the bouquet are brought into 
focus.

V I S I O N

Filigree Craftsmanship meets Innovative Design
“Zieher glasses are all about top quality craftsmanship, which is created in one of the most innovative and best glass blowing 
work- shops in the world. Each glass is unique and has been created from lead-free crystalline glass using a traditional, handblown 
method. 
As well as having a perfect, highly sophisticated and fascinating design, the glasses in the VISION range are guaranteed to provide 
maximum aroma and optimum development of the wine. However, it is particularly the fascination of the light, the colours and 
the visual depth that make it impossible to tear your eyes away from the glass, because: 
You have never seen wine like this!”

The Vision
“No distinction is made between red wine or white wine glasses in this collection, the glasses are simply theme-based or character-
based. The names of the glasses clearly explain what they are used for: You intuitively reach for the glass which presents the 
flavours of the wine that you particularly wish to emphasise in the best way. If you want a powerful wine to be more harmonious 
or a touch livelier and fresher, you pick the glass with the designation that mirrors your requirement best.”
                     Silvio Nitzsche

For further information about the 
VISION series, philosophy and far-
reaching analysis of the sommelier Silvio 
Nitzsche please visit 
www.zieher.com/en/products/vision.html.

The Life and Work of Silvio Nitzsche
“Of course, there is life without wine, but who wants that?”

During a career which has spanned more than twenty years, Silvio Nitzsche has looked after 
both the guests and the wine as a sommelier in some of the best Michelin-starred restaurants.
Some of his highest-profile positions have been:

- Sommelier at “Dieter Müller Restaurant”   (19.5 GM, *** Michelin), Bergisch Gladbach / GER
- Sommelier at “Erna´s Elderberry House”, Oakhurst / CA, US
- Deputy Manager and Sommelier at “Speisemeisterei” Restaurant (18 GM, ** Michelin), 
  Stuttgart / GER

Silvio Nitzsche has now found a new home in the city of Dresden, where he has worked as a 
sommelier for almost ten years. At the WEIN | KULTUR | BAR that he opened here, he and his 
team have managed to establish a wine bar that many wine enthusiasts consider to be one of 
the best in Europe. He has succeeded in creating a place where wine is a permanent feature.

www.weinkulturbar.de

“You have never seen wine like this!”
Silvio Nitzsche, WEIN | KULTUR | BAR, Dresden

Please note the enclosed care instructions!

The Zieher - Food-VISION
The series VISION is predestined for wine and has 
been created to perfectly represent its different 
facets. In addition to this, the glasses offer an 
extraordinary platform for small delicacies or 

complimentary dishes from the chef. 

The harmonic wavy shape of the bottom creates an 
eye-catching ring when filled with spume or liquids. 

The depression in its centre provides space for 
amuse bouche or decorative highlights.

V I S I O N



plate “Pueblo”  
stoneware, outside white (matt-finish), inner part 
white (glossy), round, organically shaped rim

miniature “Pueblo”  
stoneware, outside white (matt finish), inside white 
(glossy), round, organically shaped

bowl “Pueblo”  
stoneware, outside white (matt finish), inside taupe 
(glossy), oblong, organically shaped
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item Ø in cm height in cm packing unit
4605.18 18 approx. 1.5 6 pcs.
4605.23 23 approx. 1.8 6 pcs.
4605.27 27 approx. 2.2 6 pcs.

item Ø / height in cm content in L packing unit
4604.01 6.5 / 5.2 0.09 6 pcs.
4604.02 6.5 / 7.2 0.15 6 pcs.

item l x w x h in cm packing unit
4600.28 28.5x12.5x7 2 pcs.
4600.35 35x15.5x8.5 1 pc.
4600.40 40x18x9.5 1 pc.
4600.45 45x20x11.5 1 pc.

bowl “Pueblo”  
stoneware, outside white (matt finish), round, 
organically shaped, Ø 12 cm, 4.5 cm high, 0.3 L content

item colour inside packing unit
4602.12 glossy white 4 pcs.
4603.12 glossy taupe 4 pcs.

item Ø in cm height in cm content in L
4601.22 22.5 7 approx. 1.8
4601.27 27.5 8.5 approx. 3.2
4601.33 33.5 10.5 approx. 6.5

bowl “Pueblo”  
stoneware, outside white (matt finish), inside taupe 
(glossy), round, organically shaped

dinner plate “Ice”  
glass (crimped glass chips), white, square, bevelled 
edges, dishwasher-safe

dinner plate “Ice”  
glass (crimped glass chips), white, round, bevelled 
edges, dishwasher-safe

item Ø in cm height in cm
5760.35 35 2

item l x w x h in cm 
5761.33 33x33x2

The stoneware series “Pueblo” reminds in its appearance of unique 
handmade pieces. The filigree body, organic shapes and the charming 
contrast between matt and 
shiny glaze awards the 
certain something 
to that series.

“Pueblo”
The absolutely stunning plates of the “Ice” series are made of glass chips 

which are coalesced and compressed. This procedure allows white and 
transparent materials to form a most charming pattern. The horizontal 

look of ice floes paired with the layered 
structure at the edges brings to mind 

an ice plate freshly cut from 
a frozen, winterly lake.

The matt outside of the plates and bowls generates a pleasantly soft haptic 
effect, shiny glazed insides are done in a slightly shaded white or stylish taupe 
colour, depending on the product. “Pueblo” can be used at a set table but also 
in the buffet area and adds a natural and unobtrusive quality to the dishes.

“Ice”

glass platter “Ice”  
glass (crimped glass chips), white, rectangular, 
bevelled edges, dishwasher-safe

item l x w x h in cm 
5762.16 16x12x2
5762.33 33x12x2
5762.40 40x15x2

The cloche item 4880.30 
is available in the main 
catalogue on page 189.

Bevelled edges provide an elegant 
look as well as easy handling. No 

matter if it is used as a dinner plate 
or as a sushi plate, for the presen-

tation of a variety of cheese or 
the staging of desserts, muted 
colours combined with a clear 

structure create a perfect 
basis for putting artful 

creations stylishly 
in the limelight.

Please note: Due to the material properties, minor imperfections and air inclusions may occur around the edges.
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champagne flute “Vaganza”  
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown

The filigree champagne flute 
is handblown and created in 
superior handicraft by experienced 
glassblowers. The result of this work 
is a crystal glass of highest craft-
manship. 
“Vaganza” captivates by its slim 
silhouette and the elegant shape 
that bestows an exclusive character 
on the glass. “Vaganza” seduces by 
its charming lightness and adds a 
touch of high society to any event.

“Vaganza”

You will find our complete range 
in the main catalogue 2015. 

Order your copy now!

Also new: Our outlet brochure 09/15

Liability is excluded for all printing errors and falsities.

Zieher KG
Kulmbacher Str. 15
95502 Himmelkron
GERMANY

Tel.: +49 9273/92 73 30
Fax: +49 9273/92 73 74 

info@zieher.com
www.zieher.com

G E R M A N Y facebook.com/
ZieherGermany

cataloguezieher.com

item Ø / height in cm content in ml packing unit
5481 5 / 33.5 210 2 pcs.


